





























due" to" deafness" and" sign" language" (SL)" knowledge," of" linguistic" and" nonalinguistic" visual" working"
memory"(WM)."We"conducted"an"fMRI"experiment"in"groups"that"differed"in"their"hearing"status"and"
SL"knowledge:"deaf"native"signers,"hearing"native"signers,"hearing"nonasigners."Participants"performed"
a" 2aback" WM" task" and" a" control" task." Stimuli" were" signs" from" British" Sign" Language" or" moving"
nonsense"objects"in"the"form"of"pointalight"displays."






These" findings" suggest" that" WM" networks" are" reorganised" due" to" early" deafness," and" that" the"




















































that"delayed"and" insecure" language"acquisition"during"childhood"could"have"resulted" in"a"different"
cortical"reorganisation"of"cognitive"networks"during"development"(MacSweeney"and"Cardin"2015)."In"




will"be"strong,"and"therefore" the"STC" is"potentially" less" likely" to"be"recruited" for"working"memory."
Therefore," differences" in" language" development" and" proficiency" in" the" groups" of" deaf" individuals"
tested" in"previous"studies"are" likely"to" impact"crossmodal"reorganisation"and"the"reorganisation"of"






linguistic"WM"differently."Previously," linguistic"WM"processing" in"deaf" individuals"has"been"studied"
using"sign"language"stimuli"(Buchsbaum"et"al."2005;"Bavelier"et"al."2008)."Results"of"these"studies"show"





studies"have" focused"on" isolating" linguistic" processing"by" comparing" sign" language"WM" to" spoken"
language"WM."The"rationale"behind"this"design" is" that" they"are"both" linguistic"WM,"but" relying"on"
different" sensory" and"motor" processes:"while" sign" languages" are" visualamanual" languages," spoken"
languages" are" auditoryaoral" languages." However," neuroimaging" studies" have" not" compared" sign"
language"WM"to"purely"visual"WM."Therefore,"it"is"not"known"whether"differences"in"recruitment"of"
parietal" and" occipital" regions" are" related" to" modalityaspecific" linguistic" processing" or" to" sensory"
processing." In" other" words," it" is" not" clear" whether" these" differences" are" due" to" more" spatially"
orientated" linguistic" processing" in" sign" language" than" in" spoken" language," or" if" they" are"driven"by"
different"sensory"processing"of"the"stimuli."Furthermore,"none"of"those"studies"has"shown"additional"
recruitment"of"middle"and"anterior"STC"regions"in"deaf"individuals."


























We"hypothesised" that" if" deafness" impacts" the" reorganisation"of" cognitive"networks,"differences" in"
cortical" recruitment" for" WM" should" be" observed" between" deaf" and" hearing" individuals." These"
differences" should" be" independent" of" sign" language" knowledge," of" the" linguistic" content" of" the"
information"to"be"remembered,"and"be"accompanied"by"a"networkawise"reorganisation"for"cognitive"




















BSL,"both"deaf" and"hearing," are"also"native"or" very"proficient"bilinguals,"using" spoken"and"written""















We" recruited"deaf"and"hearing"native" signers"based"on" the"criteria"described"above."Hearing"nona
signers"were"preascreened,"and"participants"were"selected"to"match"the"other"two"groups"on"age"and"
nonaverbal"intelligence,"as"assessed"with"the"Block"Design"subtest"of"the"Wechsler"Abbreviated"Scale"
of" Intelligence" (Wechsler," 1999;" Table" 1)." To" assess" participants’"WM" skills," we" also" conducted" a"
computerized"version"of"the"Corsi"blockatapping"task"(Corsi,"1972)"as"implemented"in"PEBL"software"
(http://pebl.sourceforge.net/)," and" an" adapted" computerized" version" of" the" operation" span" task"
(Turner"and"Engle"1989),"as"reported"in"Andin"et"al."(2013)."The"operation"span"task"required"solving"









the" sum" of" the" span" of" each" correctly" remembered" sequence," times" the" proportion" of" times" a"









analyses." Gender" was" also" entered" as" a" factor" in" the" analyses" described" below," because" groups"
differed"in"numbers"of"males"and"females.""
Stimuli&








Stimuli" consisted" of" video" clips" of" 21" signs" of" British" Sign" Language" (BSL)" and" 21" nonsense" 2a
dimensional"moving"objects,"presented"as"multiacoloured"pointalight"displays"(Johansson,"1973)"on"a"


















































during" practice," answering" questions" and" offering" additional" clarification" as" necessary" in" BSL" or"
English."
Experimental&Design&






s)," and" four" long" fixation" periods" (12" a" 16" s)." These" were" semiarandomly" intercalated," avoiding"
occurrence"of"two"long"periods"after"consecutive"blocks."Overall,"each"run"lasted"~8.5min."






display" was" not" relevant" for" the" colour" task," and" the" colour" task" could" not" be" performed" by"
remembering"the"identity"of"the"display."Of"the"21"signs"and"21"objects"in"the"stimulus"set,"7"unique"
items" were" chosen" on" each" block" of" a" particular" condition." To" specify" the" identity" of" the" stimuli"
displayed,"48"block"sequences"were"generated"(4"runs"x"12"blocks)."To"avoid"any"potential"active"or"
passive" prediction," sequences" were" not" repeated" across" conditions," and" each" participant" was"
presented" with" each" of" the" 48" sequences" once." Sequences" were" randomly" allocated" to" different"
conditions"for"each"participant,"meaning"that"all"sequences"had"the"same"probability"to"be"used"for"
the"WM"task"or"the"colour"task."In"the"colour"task,"yellow"dots"appeared"in"4"–"5"trials"of"each"block,"



























TaskafMRI" data"were" analysed"using"MATLAB" and" Statistical" Parametric"Mapping" software" (SPM8;"
Wellcome" Trust" Centre" for" Neuroimaging," London," UK)." Images" were" realigned," coregistered,"
normalised"and"smoothed"(8 mm"FWHM"Gaussian"kernel)" following"SPM8"standard"preaprocessing"



















Seedatoaseed" restingastate" functional" connectivity" analysis" was" carried" out" in" the" CONN" toolbox"
implemented" in" MATLAB" (WhitfieldaGabrieli" and" NietoaCastanon" 2012)." Clusters" that" were"
differentially"activated"between"hearing"and"deaf"individuals"during"the"working"memory"task"were"
used" as" Regions" of" Interest" (ROI)" in" the" resting" state" connectivity" analysis." The" images" were"
preprocessed"following"the"same"steps"as"in"the"task"fMRI"experiment."The"signal"fluctuations"over"
time" in" the" resting" state" scans" were" averaged" over" all" the" voxels" in" each" ROI" and" extracted" for"




























Given" the" significant" interaction" between" deafness" and" task," RTs" for" each" trial" were" included" as"
modulators" at" the" first" level" in" the" neuroimaging" analysis." d’" was" not" included" in" the" main"







Behaviourally,"we"checked" the"validity"of" the" stimuli" in"a"pilot" lexical"decision" task" (see"Methods)."
Validation"of"the"stimuli"was"also"the"first"step"in"the"neuroimaging"analysis,"ensuring"that"the"pointa
light"displays" resulted" in" typical"activations"observed" in" the"posterior" temporalaoccipital" cortex" for"
biological"motion"of"hands"(Pelphrey"et"al."2005;"Capek"et"al."2008)."This"was"corroborated"using"the"
contrast" [Signs" >" Objects]" separately" for" each" group" (Fig." 2;" Sup." Fig" 2;" Table" 3)." In" each" group,"
significant" activations"were" observed" in" posterior" temporalaoccipital" cortex," a" region" activated" by"
biological" motion" of" hands" (as" described" above)." " Group" comparisons" showed" no" significant"
differences"between"the"groups"for"the"contrast"[Signs">"Objects]."However,"in"both"groups"of"signers,"
activations" associated"with" linguistic" processing" of" the" stimuli" were" also" observed." Specifically," in"
hearing" signers," there"was" additional" recruitment" of" typical" leftalateralised" perisylvian" regions" for"
language" processing." In" deaf" signers," instead," and" presumably" as" a" consequence" of" crossmodal"
plasticity," activations" were" more" prominent" along" the" STC." These" results" are" in" agreement" with"
literature"on"sign"language"processing"in"hearing"and"deaf"signers"(Neville"et"al."1998;"MacSweeney"et"





















were" much" reduced" for"WM" in" the" group" of" deaf" individuals," hence" the" significant" result" in" the"
interaction.""












The" results" presented" above" suggest" that" deaf" individuals" have" the" capacity" to" assign" additional"
cortical"resources"to"WM."It"is"possible"that"these"extra"resources"reduce"WM"processing"demands"in"








































STC," bilateral" preaSMA," left" DLPFC," left" IPL," and" right" and" left" IPS." For" each" group" separately," the"
average"signal"from"each"ROI"(source)"was"correlated"with"the"signal"of"every"other"ROI"(target)."Figure"
5" (Sup." Fig."4)"and"Table"7" show" the" results"of" this"analysis." In"both"groups"of"hearing" individuals,"
signers" and" nonasigners," significant" positive" correlations"were" found" between" frontal" and" parietal"
regions"a"this"result"is"expected"from"ROIs"which"are"part"of"the"same"functional"network."Right"and"
left"STC"were"not"positively"correlated"to"any"of"these"regions."In"contrast,"in"the"deaf"group,"STC"is"
positively" correlated" to" frontal" regions." Specifically," in" this" group," activity" in" left" STC" is" positively"
correlated"to"preaSMA,"and"activity"in"right"STC"is"correlated"with"activity"in"preaSMA"and"left"DLPFC."








than" in" the" groups" of" hearing" individuals." Between" right" STC" and" left" IPL," the" connectivity" is"
significantly"more"negative"for"the"hearing"groups"than"for"the"group"of"deaf"individuals."However,"
functional"connectivity"between"right"STC"and"left"IPL"is"only"significant"in"the"group"of"hearing"nona
signers;" therefore," an" effect" of" sign" language" knowledge" cannot" be" excluded" at" this" point." " These"





Early" sensory" experience" shapes" cortical" organisation" (e.g." Hensch," 2004)." In" cases" of" auditory"
















adapt" to" respond" to" a" different" sensory" input" (Lomber" et" al." 2010)." This" has" been" causally"
demonstrated"by"Lomber"et"al."(2010)"in"the"auditory"cortex"of"cats."Cooling"specific"cortical"auditory"
areas,"they"showed"that"regions"that"in"hearing"cats"are"involved"in"processing"sound"localisation"and"







recruitment" of" STC" for"WM," suggesting" a" functional" shift" from" the" role" this" cortex" has" in" hearing"




























would" be" expected" that" hearing" participants" would" use" a" similar" strategy," also" recruiting" STC."
Furthermore," in" their" WM" study," Ding" et" al." (2015)" used" a" lowalevel" visuoaspatial" task" in" which"













consequence" of" deafness." Furthermore," Bavelier" et" al." (2008)" showed" recruitment" of" STC" in" deaf"










developed" during" infancy" either" because" language" cannot" be" used" effectively" to" aid" cognition" or"
because"the"amount"of"language"input"is"not"enough"to"fully"develop"the"function"of"STC"in"language"
processing." In"either" case," the" recruitment"of" STC" for"WM"will" be" the" result" of" language"delay," or"
language"delay"combined"with"auditory"deprivation,"but"not"an"effect"of"sensory"deprivation"per(se.""
Thus,"if"the"recruitment"of"STC"for"WM"is"driven"by"insecure"or"delayed"language"development,"we"
will" not" see" STC" recruitment" for"WM" in" native" sign" language" users," given" that" in" this" population"
language"development"is"normal.""















exclude" the" possibility" that" effects" were" driven" by" sign" language" knowledge," and" not" by"
deafness"per(se."
Using"this"design,"we" found"that"posterior"portions"of" the"STC"are"recruited" for"visual"WM"in"deaf"
individuals." This" STC" recruitment" is" accompanied"by"weaker" recruitment"of" frontoaparietal" regions"
















recall" phase." These" results" suggest" that" the" differences" in" activation" of" parietal" regions" that" we"
observe"between"deaf" and"hearing" individuals" in" this" study," and"perhaps"differences"also" in"other"
frontoaparietal"regions,"might"be"associated"with"the"maintenance"component"of"working"memory,"
more" than" encoding" or" recall." However," this" will" remain" an" open" question" until" further" studies"
specifically"test"this"hypothesis."
Sign&language&WM&vs&spoken&language&WM&
Signed" and" spoken" languages" differ" in" their" underlying" sensory" and" motor" processes:" while" sign"
languages" are" visualamanual" languages," spoken" languages" are" auditoryaoral" languages." From" a"
cognitive"perspective," sign" languages" can"be"used"as" tools" for" investigating" to"what"degree"neural"
processes"are"based"on,"or"are"independent"of,"underlying"sensory"and"motor"mechanisms."Previous"













linguistic" processing."We" found"no"effects" that"were" specific" to" sign" language"WM." Therefore,"we"
suggest"that"language"modality"differences"between"speech"and"sign"WM"found"in"previous"studies"
of" linguistic" WM," are" at" least" partially" due" to" sensory" differences" in" visuoaspatial" and" auditory"
processing,"and"not"exclusive"to"linguistic"WM"mechanisms"for"sign"language.""
Faster&visual&working&memory&reaction&times&for&deaf&signers&&
Behavioural" results" from" this" study" show" that" deaf" individuals"were" significantly" faster" than" both"
groups"of"hearing"individuals"in"the"WM"tasks."This"advantage"is"present"for"both"types"of"stimuli,"signs"





a! deaf" signing" children" and" adults" are" better" at" analysing" and" recalling" dynamic" point" light"
displays," such" as" Japanese" Kanji" figures" or" Chinese" pseudocharacters" (Poizner" et" al." 1989;"
Klima"et"al."1999)."""
a! deaf"children"outperform"hearing"children"on"shortaterm"memory"for"complex"and"dynamic"















perceptual"advantage"driven"by" the"experience"of"knowing"a"sign" language,"given"that" it"has"been"









connectivity" analysis," we" also" found" a" difference" in" the" pattern" of" connectivity" between" frontal,"
parietal"and"STC"regions"between"the"deaf"signers"and"hearing"individuals,"whether"or"not"they"were"
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# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
# ############Age# # Gender# # WASI# # Corsi# # Operation#Span# #
# mean#(range)# # s.e.m# # # # ##mean# # s.e.m# # mean# # s.e.m# ###mean# # s.e.m# #
Hearing#Non<Signers#(N#=16)# 28.3#(19<52)# # 2.1# # 7#m/9#f# # 60.1# # 1.1# # 5.7*# # 0.21# # 10.2**# # 0.28# #
Hearing#Signers#(N#=#16)# 29.9#(21<48)# # 2.1# # 5#m#/11#f# # 57.6# # 1.9# # 5.2*# # 0.16# # 8.2# # 0.93# #
Deaf#Signers#(N#=#12)# 25.7#(19<33)# # 1.4# # 6#m/6#f# # 60.8# # 1.7# # 6.0*# # 0.22# # 8.4**# # 0.57# #
# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
All#Hearing#(N#=#32)# 29.1#(19#–#52)# # 1.5# # 12#m/20#f# # 58.9# # 1.1# # 5.38# # 0.13# # 9.18# # 0.59# #
# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #













# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
# d’# # Reaction#Times#(ms)#
# Signs# # Objects# # Signs# # Objects#
# WM# colour# # WM# colour# # WM# colour# # WM# colour#
# mean# s.e.m.# mean# s.e.m.# # mean# s.e.m.# mean# s.e.m.# # mean# s.e.m.# mean# s.e.m.# # mean# s.e.m.# mean# s.e.m.#
Hearing#Non<Signers# 1.81# 0.19# 3.15# 0.17# # 1.95# 0.19# 3.23# 0.17# # 1160# 53.2# 871# 51.8# # 1149# 57.0# 870# 52.2#
Hearing#Signers# 2.30# 0.16# 3.58# 0.19# # 2.39# 0.19# 3.70# 0.19# # 1207# 35.2# 857# 31.8# # 1177# 39.8# 821# 31.3#
Deaf#Signers# 2.36# 0.68# 3.10# 0.89# # 2.46# 0.71# 3.15# 0.90# # 1050# 53.7# 809# 45.9# # 1052# 56.6# 792# 46.2#
# # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # # #
All#hearing# 2.06# 0.13# 3.36# 0.13# # 2.17# 0.14# 3.47# 0.13# # 1186# 31.6# 864# 29.9# # 1163# 34.3# 845# 30.4#
All#signers# 2.33# 0.15# 3.37# 0.15# # 2.42# 0.17# 3.47# 0.15# # 1140# 33.4# 837# 26.6# # 1123# 34.8# 809# 48.0#






# # # # # # # # # #
# # # Peak!Voxel!
Name! ! ! p!(corr)! Z!scores! ! x! y! x!
! # # # # # # # #
Hearing!NonFSigners! # # # # # # # #
Posterior#temporal/Lateral#occipital# R# # <#.001# 5.5# # 48# :73# 1#
L# # .003# 4.7# # :45# :79# 4#
# # # # # # # # #
Hearing!Signers! # # # # # # # #
Posterior#temporal/Lateral#occipital# R# # <#.0001# 6.5# # 48# :70# 1#
L# # <#.0001# 5.8# # :45# :67# 7#
# # # # # # # # #
Inferior#Temporal#Gyrus# L# # .023# 4.7# # :42# :43# :14#
# # # # # # # # #
Inferior#Frontal#Gyrus# L# # .029*# 3.6# # :51# 11# 19#
# # # # # # # # #
Deaf!Signers! # # # # # # # #
Posterior#temporal/Lateral#occipital# R# # .009# 4.9# # 54# :70# 1#
# # # # # # # # #
Superior#Temporal#Cortex# L# # .005*# 4.0# # :66# :37# 7#
R# # .019*# 3.9# # 60# :13# :2#
# # # # # # # # #






# # # # # # # # # #
# # # Peak!Voxel! #
Name! ! ! ! Z!scores! ! x! y! x! !
DLFPC# R# # # >#8# # 45# 29# 28# #
# L# # # >#8# # :48# 11# 28# #
# # # # # # # # # #
Frontal#Eye#Fields#
#
R# # # >#8# # 30# 8# 55# #
L# # # >#8# # :27# :1# 58# #
# # # # # # # # # #
Intraparietal#Sulcus# L# # # >#8# # :36# :46# 43# #
R# # # >#8# # 42# :43# 49# #
Precuneus#
# # # # # # # # #
L# # # >#8# # :12# :64# 52# #
# R# # # >#8# # 9# :64# 52# #
# # # # # # # # # #
pre:SMA# R,L# # # >#8# # 0# 20# 49# #
# # # # # # # # # #
Insula# L# # # >#8# # :30# 23# :2# #
# R# # # >#8# # 33# 23# :2# #
# # # # # # # # # #
Posterior#Middle#Temporal#Gyrus## L# # # >#8# # :51# :64# :5# #
R# # # 7.1# # 57# :52# :5# #
# # # # # # # # # #
Thalamus# R# # # 6.1# # 9# :10# 4# #
# L# # # 5.8# # :12# :16# 10# #









Name! ! p!(corr)! Z!score! ! x! y! z!
# # # # # # # #
# # # # # # # #
Posterior#Superior#
Temporal#Cortex#
L# #<#.001# 5.94# # :54# :43# 16#
R# #.004# 5.30# # #48# :31# 4#








# # # # # # # # # #
# # # Peak!Voxel! #
Name! ! ! p!(corr)! Z!scores! ! x! y! x! !
pre:SMA# L# # <#.001# 5.5# # :3# 17# 55# #
# # # # # # # # # #
# # # # # # # # # #
Intraparietal#Sulcus# L# # .002# 5.2# # :21# :67# 43# #
# R# # .04*# 4.0# # 30# :52# 43# #
# # # # # # # # # #
Inferior#Parietal#Lobule# L# # .01# 4.8# # :48# :46# 46# #
# # # # # # # # #
# # # # # # # # # #
DLPFC## L# # .026# 4.65# # :45# 20# 40# #
# # # # # # # # # #









# # # # # #
Table!7.!RestingFstate!functional!connectivity!results.!!
# # # # # #
# Deaf#Signers# # Hearing#Signers# # Hearing#Non:Signers#
# # # # # #
L#STC#–#R#STC# 0.637! ! 0.631! # 0.609#
L#STC#–#DLPFC# 0.105# # 0.006# # 0.048#
L#STC#–#pre:SMA# 0.144*! # 0.008# # :0.001#
L#STC#–##L#IPL# :0.024# ! F0.104! # F0.121#
L#STC#–#L#IPS# :0.123# ! F0.144! # F0.095#
L#STC#–#R#IPS# F0.192! ! F0.087! # F0.110#
# # # # # #
R#STC#–#DLPFC# 0.116! # 0.013# # :0.004#
R#STC#–#pre:SMA# 0.163*! # :0.004# # 0.030#
R#STC#–#L#IPL# :0.001*# ! :0.060# # F0.208#
R#STC#–#L#IPS# :0.161# ! F0.175! # F0.165#
R#STC#–#R#IPS# F0.163! ! F0.124! # F0.138#
# # # # # #
DLPFC#–#pre:SMA# 0.263! ! 0.418! # 0.290#
DLPFC#–#L#IPL# 0.328! ! 0.569! # 0.380#
DLPFC#–#L#IPS# 0.145! ! 0.259! # 0.217#
DLPFC#–#R#IPS# 0.003# # 0.037# # 0.034#
! # # # # #
pre:SMA#–#L#IPL# 0.082# # 0.197! # 0.105#
pre:SMA#–#L#IPS# :0.030# # 0.100# # :0.049#
pre:SMA#–#R#IPS# :0.117# # :0.008# # :0.086#
# # # # # #
L#IPL#–#L#IPS# 0.368! ! 0.514! # 0.524#
L#IPL#–#R#IPS# 0.178! ! 0.319! # 0.291#
# # # # # #
L#IPS#–#R#IPS# 0.617! ! 0.627! # 0.756#
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trial# interval# B:! Structure# of# an# experimental# block.# Using# the# same# stimulus# set,# participants#
performed#either#a#working#memory#(WM)#task#or#a#control#colour#task.# In#the#experiment,#point:











Only# posterior# STC# regions# are#more# active# for#working#memory# in# deaf# individuals# (red# clusters:#











(WM# ># Colour)# ># Deaf# (WM# ># Colour)].# This# interaction# contrast# is# shown# at# p# <# .005# for# display#
purposes,#but#results#are#discussed#only#if#they#achieved#significance#at#corrected#(p#<#.05,#FWE)#level#








inferior#parietal# lobule.#The# right#hemisphere# is# shown#on# the# right.#DS:#Deaf#Signers.#HS:#Hearing#
Signers.#HNS:#Hearing#Non:Signers.#
Fig.! 5.!Differences! in! functional! connectivity!between!STC!and! frontal! areas! in!deaf! and!hearing!
individuals.!The#figure#is#a#graphical#representation#of#the#resting:state#functional#connectivity#results#
shown#in#Table#7.#Significant#resting:state#correlation#coefficients#are#indicated#by#a#line#joining#two#
given#ROIs.#Black# lines# indicate#positive#correlations;#grey# lines# indicate#negative#correlations.#STC:#
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  there	  any	  yellow	  dots?
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Supplementary Figure 4
Supplementary	  Figure	  1.	  Colour	  version	  of	  Fig.	  1.	  Experimental	  design	  and	  stimuli.	  A:	  Diagrammatic	  
representation	  of	  a	  scanning	  run.	  ITI:	  inter-­‐trial	  interval	  B:	  Structure	  of	  an	  experimental	  block.	  Using	  
the	  same	  stimulus	  set,	  participants	  performed	  either	  a	  working	  memory	  (WM)	  task	  or	  a	  control	  colour	  
task.	  C:	  Representative	  examples	  of	  the	  stimuli.	  The	  yellow	  arrow	  represents	  the	  pattern	  of	  movement	  
of	  the	  display.	  	  
Supplementary	  Figure	  2.	  Colour	  version	  of	  Fig.	  2.	  Sign	  stimuli	  activate	  biological	  motion	  cortical	  areas	  
in	  all	  groups,	  and	  language-­‐processing	  regions	  in	  signers.	  The	  figure	  shows	  the	  results	  for	  the	  contrast	  
[Signs	  >	  Objects]	  separately	  for	  each	  group	  of	  participants.	  	  
Supplementary	   Figure	   3.	   Superior	   temporal	   cortex	   (STC)	   is	   recruited	   for	   visual	   working	  memory	  
(WM)	   in	   deaf	   individuals	   –	   separate	   comparisons	  with	   hearing	   signers	   and	   hearing	   non-­‐signers.	  
Results	  for	  the	  group	  x	  task	  interaction	  [Deaf	  (WM	  >	  Colour)	  >	  Hearing	  Signers	  (WM	  >	  Colour)]	  (top	  
panel),	  and	  [Deaf	  (WM	  >	  Colour)	  >	  Hearing	  Non-­‐Signers	  (WM	  >	  Colour)]	  (bottom	  panel),	  are	  shown	  in	  
green.	  Only	  posterior	  STC	  regions	  are	  more	  active	  for	  working	  memory	  in	  the	  deaf	  group	  (red	  clusters:	  
overlap	  for	  the	  contrast	  [WM	  >	  Colour]	  in	  the	  deaf	  group,	  and	  the	  respective	  group	  x	  task	  interaction).	  
Top	  panel	  peaks:	  x	  =	  -­‐60,	  y	  =	  -­‐1,	  y	  =	  -­‐8,	  z-­‐score	  =	  4.9,	  p	  =	  .009	  (FWE-­‐corrected);	  x	  =	  60,	  y	  =	  -­‐13,	  y	  =	  -­‐5,	  z-­‐
score	  =	  3.7,	  p	  <	  .001	  (uncorrected).	  Bottom	  panel	  peaks:	  x	  =	  66,	  y	  =	  -­‐19,	  y	  =	  -­‐2,	  z-­‐score	  =	  4.9,	  p	  =	  .008	  
(FWE-­‐corrected);	  x	  =	  -­‐57,	  y	  =	  -­‐1,	  y	  =	  -­‐11,	  z-­‐score	  =	  4.8,	  p	  =	  .014	  (FWE-­‐corrected).	  DS:	  Deaf	  Signers.	  HS:	  
Hearing	  Signers.	  HNS:	  Hearing	  Non-­‐Signers.	  	  
Supplementary	  Figure	  4.	  	  Colour	  version	  of	  Fig.	  5.	  Differences	  in	  functional	  connectivity	  between	  STC	  
and	   frontal	   areas	   in	   deaf	   and	   hearing	   individuals.	   The	   figure	   is	   a	   graphical	   representation	   of	   the	  
resting-­‐state	   functional	   connectivity	   results	   shown	   in	   Table	   6.	   Significant	   resting-­‐state	   correlation	  
coefficients	  are	  indicated	  by	  a	  line	  joining	  two	  given	  ROIs.	  Red	  lines	  indicate	  positive	  correlations;	  blue	  
lines	   indicate	  negative	  correlations.	  STC:	  Superior	  Temporal	  Cortex.	  DLFPC:	  Dorso-­‐lateral	  prefrontal	  
cortex.	  Pre-­‐SMA:	  pre-­‐supplementary	  motor	  area.	  IPS:	  intraparietal	  sulcus.	  IPL:	  inferior	  parietal	  lobule.	  	  
	  
	  
